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Abstract- Asequence of i.i.d. binary random variables has found significant applica-
tions in modern digital communication systems, such as aspreading spectrum sequence for
a DS/CDMA system and akey-stream sequence for astream cipher system. In this paper,
after reviewing the generation method of sequences of i.i.d. binary random variables gener-
ated by chaotic dynamics we give astream cipher system using asequence of i.i.d. binary
random variables which has cryptographic resistance for several kinds of cryptanalysis based
on correlation functions.

$\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}_{\mathrm{S}}-\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}$ cipher, keystream sequences, random sequence, i.i.d. sequence, chaotic
dynamics, Cryptanalysis, aut0-/cross-correlation function, secret key

1Introduction

Asequence of independent and identically distributed $(i.i.d.)$ binary random variables $[1]-[4]$

has found significant applications in modern digital communication systems such as in spread
spectrum (SS) communication systems [5] or cryptosystems $[6, 7]$ as well as in computational
applications requiring random numbers $[8, 9]$ . Such abinary sequence can be generated
in various ways. Nevertheless, linear feedback shift register (LFSR) sequences which have
already been thoroughly investigated based on finite field theory are employed in nearly aU
the methods [10].

It is, however, $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{u}$ known from probability theory $[1]-[3]$ and ergodic theory [4] that coin
tossing is atheoretic model that generates asequence of i.i.d. binary random variables in
the following sense. Imagine $n$ independent tosses of afair coin. If we label 1and 0instead
of head and tail, then the resulting binary sequence of length $n$ gives uniquely both the
associated dyadically rational number and one of 2’$l$ disjoint half-0pen subintervals of widt $\mathrm{h}$
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Figure 1: Binary functions $d_{k}(\omega)$ which define Rademacher functions $rk(\omega)$ .

$2^{-n}$ whose left endpoint is the dyadically rational number. On the other hand, choose a
dyadically rational number $\omega$ at random and consider the ‘map’ (or ‘transformation’) on the
half-0pen unit interval $[0, 1)$ , defined by $\tau(\omega)=2\omega$ (modl), referred to as the dyadic map.
Then the dyadic map shifts the digit one place to the left of the binary expansion of $\omega$ . In
such an expansion, the binary function is sometimes referred to as the Rademacher function.
Thus throwing adie may be seen as both adeterministic and arandom event.

Ulam and von Neumann [11] pointed out the logistic map, the most famous chaotic one, is
agood candidate of pseudorandom number generators. On the other hand, several encryption
algorithms based on chaos theory [12]-[18] have been discussed (see, for example, the survey
in [18] $)$ .

We have recently given several methods for generating abinary sequence based on chaotic
dynamics [19]-[21] and asimple sufficient condition for some class of ergodic maps to produce
asequence of i.i.d. binary random variables $[23, 24]$ . Furthermore, we have proposed a
cryptosystem in afloating point environment whose keystream sequences are chaotic bit
sequences $[25, 26]$ .

In this paper, we first review asufficient condition $[23, 24]$ for some class of ergodic maps
and their associated binary functions to produce asequence of i.i.d. binary random variables.
Seconddly, we give astream cipher system whose running key is asequence of i.i.d binary
random variables and show such asystem has its cryptographical strength $[25, 26]$ .

2Design of Binary Sequences Using PM Maps

2.1 Sequences Generated by Bernoulli Shift and Rademacher Function

Let us start by reviewing fundamental subjects from the textbooks of elementary probability
theory $[1]-[3]$ and ergodic theory [4].

Let $\omega$ be apoint drawn at random from the half-0pen unit interval $[0, 1)$ . With each $\omega$

associate its nonterminating binary expansion

$\omega=\sum_{k=1}^{\infty}\frac{d_{k}(\omega)}{2^{k}}=0.d_{1}(\omega)d_{2}(\omega)\cdots$ , wwhhoesree $d_{i}(\omega)\in\{0,1\}$ . (1)

Imagine now acoin with faces labeled 1and 0instead of the usual heads (H) and tails (T). If
$\omega$ is drawn at random, $\{d_{k}(\omega)\}_{k=1}^{\infty}$ behaves as if it resulted from an infinite sequence of tosses
of afair coin On the other hand, define the map $\tau_{B}(\cdot)$ , referred to as the Bernoulli shift or
dyadic map by $\tau_{B}(\omega)=2\omega$ , $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 1$ which gives $\tau_{B}(\omega)=0.d_{2}(\omega)d_{3}(\omega)\cdots$ . This implies that
$\tau_{B}(\cdot)$ shifts the digits one place to the left, namely, $d_{k}(\tau_{B}(\omega))=d_{k+1}(\omega)$ , for $k\geq 1$ . The
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Figure 2: Independent pulse functions defined by $C_{T}(\omega)$ .

functions $d_{k}(\omega)$ , $k=1,2$, $\cdots$ are often replaced by the Rademacher fienctions $[1, 3]$ defined
as, $rk()=1-2dk(\omega)$ , $k=1,2$, $\cdots$ . Since the functions $r_{k}(\omega)$ , $k=1,2$, $\cdots$ furnish us with
amodel of independent tosses of a“fair” coin, their values give rise to “independent random
variables”. Figure 1shows the binary functions $d_{k}(\omega)$ .

2.2 Binary Sequences Generated by Ergodic Maps
In the application of chaotic dynamics to cryptosystem, the dyadic map is impracticable with
the help of acomputer with its limited accuracy in the sense that the period of its chaotic
orbit is very short. Of cruicial importance is the question whether any other maps than the
dyadic map can realize coin tossing or not.

Let us start with giving three simple methods [19]-[21] for obtaining binary sequences ffom
chaotic real-valued sequences $\{\omega_{n}\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ , generated by an ergodic map $\tau(\cdot):J=[d, e]arrow J$

$\omega_{n+1}=\tau(\omega_{n})$ , $\omega_{n}=\tau^{n}(\omega_{0})\in J$, n $=1,$ 2, \cdots . (2)

Method-l: Define athreshold function $\Theta_{t}(\omega)$ as Qt(w) $=\{$

mentary function $\overline{\Theta}_{t}(\omega)=1-\Theta_{t}(\omega)$ .

0for $\omega<t$ ,
and its comple-1for $\omega$ $\geq t$

Method- 1: For $\omega(|\omega|\leq 1)$ introduce its binary representation of.$\cdot$

$|\omega|=0.A_{1}(\omega)A_{2}(\omega)\cdots A:(\omega)\cdots$ , $A_{:}(\omega)\in$ {0,1} (3)

where

$A_{i}( \omega)=\bigoplus_{r=1}^{2}.\{\Theta_{-\frac{r}{2}}$. $( \omega)\oplus\Theta_{\frac{r}{2}}.(\omega)\}=\sum_{r=1}^{2}.(-1)^{r-1}\{\Theta_{\frac{r}{2}}.(\omega)+\overline{\Theta}_{-\frac{r}{2}}.(\omega)\}$ , (4)

and $\oplus \mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ modulo 2addition.
Method-S: [23] Define abinary function with the set of thresholds, T $=\{t_{r}\}_{r=0}^{M_{T}}$ , defined by

$C_{T}( \omega)=\oplus\ominus_{t_{r}}(\backslash \omega)=\sum_{rr=0=0}^{M_{T}}(-1)^{r}\Theta_{t_{r}}(\omega)M_{T}$ , (5)

then we get the following examples:
Example 1: Ct{w) $=\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{t}$ (w) when $M_{T}=0$ .
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$(’)-d$
Example $\mathit{2}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ The value of C [0,1] has

e-d

$\frac{\omega-d}{e-d}=0.B_{1}(\omega)B_{2}(\omega)\cdots B_{i}(\omega)\cdots$ , where $B_{i}(\omega)\in\{0,1\}$ (6)

which implies that $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{T}(\mathrm{u})=\mathrm{B}\mathrm{i}\{\mathrm{u}$ ), when $M_{T}=2^{i-1}$ , $t_{r}=(e-d) \frac{r}{2}$. $+d$. If the interval
$J=[0,1]$ , then $A_{:}(\omega)=B_{i}(\omega)$ . The binary function Ct{w) is referred to as the binary pulse
function. Figure 2shows its examples. Note that $\mathrm{B}\{(\mathrm{u})=d_{i}(\omega)$ when $\tau(\cdot)=\tau_{B}(\cdot)$ .

2.3 The Equidistributivity Property EDP and the Constant Summation
Property CSP

It is an important problem whether any other maps and their associated binary functions
than the dyadic map and the Rademacher function, respectively can realize asequence of
i.i.d. binary random variables or not. Recently we have replied in the affirmative: There is a
wide class of ergodic maps with the equidistributivity property (EDP) and their associative
binary functions with the constant summation property (CSP) $[23, 24]$ . To review this, we
begin by defining the class of maps to be discussed and introducing several definitions needed
in this discussion.

Define apiecewise monotonic (PM) onto ergodic map $\tau(\cdot)$ : $J=[d, e]arrow J$ that satisfies
the following conditions:

i) there is apartition $d=d_{0}<\cdots<d_{N_{\mathrm{r}}}=e$ of $J$ such that for each integer $i=$

$1$ , $\cdots$ , $N_{\tau}$ , $(N_{\tau}\geq 2)$ the restriction of $\tau(\cdot)$ to the interval $J_{i}=[d_{i-1}, d_{\dot{l}})$ , denoted by

Bi{ $\mathrm{u})$ , is a $C^{2}$ function; as well as

ii) $\tau(J_{i})=(d,$e);

iii) $\tau$ has aunique ACI measure, denoted by $f^{*}(\omega)d\omega$ .

Definition 1For $PM$ onto rnap with its $ACI$ measure, the partition $\{J_{i}\}_{i=1}^{N_{\tau}}$ is referred to as
the trivial partition of the interval $J$ .

Definition 2 $[\mathit{2}7, 28]$ The Perron-Frobenius operator (or ‘transfer’ operator) $P_{\tau}$ acting on
the function of bounded variation $\mathrm{H}(\mathrm{w})\in L^{\infty}$ for $\tau(\omega)$ is defined as

$P_{\tau}H( \omega)=\frac{d}{d\omega}\int_{\tau^{-1}([d,\omega}H(\gamma_{)})dy=\sum_{j=1}^{N_{\tau}}|g_{/}’.(\omega)|H(g_{i}(\omega))$ , (7)

where Ct{w) $=\tau_{i}^{-1}(\omega)$ is the $i$ -th preimage of $\omega$ .

This implies $P_{\tau}$ is the (discrete-time) evolution operator of the probability density function
under the map $\mathrm{r}()[27]$ . Note that the ACI measure $f^{*}(\omega)d\omega$ satisfiies the invariant equation
$P_{\tau}f^{*}(\omega)=\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\{\mathrm{w}$), referred to as the P-F equation.

Definition 3 [23] The rnap is said to satisfy equidistributivity property (EDP) if the relation

$|g’, \cdot(\omega)|f^{*}(g_{\dot{l}}(\omega))=\frac{f^{*}(\omega)}{N_{\tau}}$, $1\leq i\leq N_{\tau}$ (8)
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Definition 4[23] If for a class of maps with EDP its associated function $F(\cdot)$ satisfies

$\frac{1}{N_{\tau}}\sum_{\dot{l}=1}^{N_{\tau}}F(g_{i}(\omega))=\mathrm{E}[F]$ , (9)

then $\mathrm{F}(-)$ is said to satisfy the constant summation property (CSP), where $\mathrm{E}[F]$ , the ensemble
average of $F(\omega)$ , is defined in Definition 8.

Remark 1 f23J Consider a random variable $\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{u})$ and its weighted random function $F(\omega)f^{*}(\omega)$

with the weight function $f^{*}(\omega)$ . Observe

$P_{\tau} \{F(\omega)f^{*}(\omega)\}=\frac{1}{N_{\tau}}\sum_{\dot{l}=1}^{N_{\mathrm{r}}}|g_{\dot{l}}’(\omega)|f^{*}(g:(\omega))F(g:(\omega))$ . (10)

An easy consequence of the definition is that if given a weighted density function with respect
to a random variable $\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{u})$ with $\mathrm{E}[F]\neq 0$, defined by $F(\omega)f^{*}(\omega)$ , both of the $CSP$ of $F(\omega)$

and the $EDP$ of $f^{*}(\omega)$ are satisfied, then $\frac{F(\omega)}{\mathrm{E}[F]}f^{*}(\omega)$ is an invariant function under the map
$\tau(\cdot)$ .

Definition 5(Topological Conjugation) $[28, \mathit{3}\mathit{1}]$ Two transformations $\overline{\tau}$ : $\overline{I}arrow\overline{I}$ and $\tau$ : $Iarrow$

I on intervals $\overline{I}$ and I are called topological conjugate if there exists a homeomorphism $h$ :
$\overline{I}\frac{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{q}}{}$, $I_{f}$ such that $\tau(\omega)=h\mathrm{o}\overline{\tau}\mathrm{o}h^{-1}(\omega)$ .

Suppose $\tau(\cdot)$ and $\overline{\tau}(\cdot)$ have their ACI measures and denote them by $f^{*}(\omega)d\omega$ and $\neg f(\overline{\omega})\Phi$,
respectively. Then, under the topological conjugation, these ACI measures have the relation

$f^{*}( \omega)=|\frac{dh^{-1}(\omega)}{d\omega}|f(h^{-1}(\omega))\neg$ . (11)

It is easily checked ffom simple calculation that the EDP is invariant under the topological
conjugation.

Examples of the maps with their ACI measures which satisfy the EDP are listed as follows.
(1) $R$-adic map $(N_{\tau}=R, R=2,3,4, \cdots)$

$\tau_{R}(\omega)=R\omega$ $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 1$ , $\omega$ $\in[0,1]$ , $f^{*}(\omega)d\omega$ $=d\omega$ ,

(2) logistic map $(N_{\tau}=2)[11]$

$L_{2}(\omega)=4\omega(1-\omega),\omega$ $\in[0,1]$ , $f^{*}( \omega)\mathrm{d}v=\frac{d\omega}{\pi\sqrt{\omega(1-\omega)}}$ ,

(3) Chebyshev map of degree $p(N_{\tau}=p, p=2,3,4, \cdots)$ $[29]-[31]$

Tp{u) $=\cos(p\cos^{-1}\omega)$ , $\omega$ $\in[-1,1]$ , $f^{*}( \omega)d\omega=\frac{d\omega}{\pi\sqrt{1-\omega^{2}}}$,

(4) Zigzag map with p branches $(N_{\tau}=p,$p $=2,$ 3,4, \cdots ) [31]

$N_{p}(\omega)=(-1)^{\Psi^{v\rfloor}}p\omega$ , $\omega$ $\in[0,$ 1], $f^{*}(\omega)d\omega=M$ ,
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Figure 3: Sequence generator of $\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{d}$ . binary random variables for astream cipher system
using chaotic dynamics.

where $\lfloor x\rfloor$ denotes the largest integer not greater than $x$ and $N_{2}(\omega)$ is referred to as the tent
map.

Ulam and von Neumann [11] pointed out that the logistic map $L_{2}(\omega)$ and the tent map

$N_{2}(\overline{\omega})$ are topological conjugate via $h^{-1}(\omega)=\underline{2}\sin^{-1}\sqrt{\omega}$ . On the other hand, Grossmann

and Thomae [31] observed that $T_{p}(\omega)$ and $N_{p}(\overline{\omega})^{\pi}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ topological conjugate via $h(\overline{\omega})=\cos\pi\overline{\omega}$ .
Now let us consider astationary real-valued sequences $\{F(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ , where $\omega_{n}=\tau^{n}(\omega_{0})$ .

Definition 6(Birchoff individual ergodic theorem) $[4, 28]$ The time average of any $L_{1}$ func-
than $\mathrm{F}(-)$ along a chaotic real-valued trajectory $\{\omega_{n}\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ $gen$erated by the map (2), denoted

by Averagc4 $\{F\}$ , defined by Average4 $\{F\}--\lim_{Tarrow\infty}\frac{1}{T}\sum_{n=0}^{T-1}\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n})$ is equal almost everyw here to

the expectation of $F(\omega)$ , defined by $\mathrm{E}[F(X_{n})]=\int_{I}F(X_{n})f^{*}(\omega)d\omega$ . From the stationarity of
process, we denote $\mathrm{E}[\mathrm{F}\{\mathrm{X}\mathrm{n})\}$ by $\mathrm{E}[F(X)]$ or simply $\mathrm{E}[F]1$

Of major importance to the investigation of statistical properties of two sequences $\{F(\tau^{n}(\omega))\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$

and $\{G(\tau^{n}(\omega))\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ is their $2\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}$-order cross-covariance function with delay $\ell=0,1$ , $\cdots$ which
is defined by

$\rho(\ell;F, G)=\int_{I}(F(\omega)-\mathrm{E}[F])(G(\tau^{\ell}(\omega))-\mathrm{E}[G])f^{*}(\omega)d\omega$ , (12)

which denotes the aut0-covariance function when $F=G$ .

Remark 2Note that the opertaor $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{T}(-)$ has the most important property of the P-F operator
$P_{\tau}$ :

$\int_{J}F(\omega)G(\tau(\omega))d\omega$ $= \int_{J}P_{\tau}\{F(\omega)\}G(\omega)d\omega$, (13)

where $G(\tau(\omega))$ in the integrand in the $Ihs$ is referred to as the Koopman operator, as the
adjoint operator of the Perron-Frobenius operator in a Hilbert space $[\mathit{2}\mathit{8}, 32]$. Using (13), we
get the rew ritten $form$ of (12)

$\rho(\ell;F, G)=\int_{I}P_{\tau}^{l}\{F(\omega)f^{*}(\omega)\}G(\omega)d\omega$ $-\mathrm{E}[F]\mathrm{E}[G]$ . (14)

1 It should be noted that expectation $\mathrm{E}[\cdot]$ is used here in asense applicable to deterministic sequences of
the form (2), and differs from the standard one for stochastic sequences which will involve ajoint probability
density function
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Equation (10) and condition ii) of the onto map $\tau(\cdot)$ give

Lemma 1[23] The $PM$ onto maps $\tau(\cdot)$ with $EDP$ satisfy

$P_{\tau}\{\Theta_{d}\dot{.}(\omega)f^{*}(\omega)\}=\mathrm{E}[\Theta_{d:}]f^{*}(\omega)$ . (15)

Lemma 2 [23] For a class of maps with $EDP$, the following three symmetric properties:

SI: the symmetric binary function $C_{T}(\omega)$ , defined as
$t_{r}+t_{2M-r}=d+e$ , r $=0,$ 1, \cdots , M;

S2: the symmetric ACI measure, defined as
$f^{*}(d+e-\omega)=f^{*}(\omega)$ ;

S3: the symmetric map, defined as
$\tau(d+e-\omega)=\tau(\omega)$ , $\omega$ $\in I$

give
$P_{\tau}\{C_{T}(\omega)f^{*}(\omega)\}=\mathrm{E}[C_{T}]f^{*}(\omega)$ . (16)

Remark 3Relation (16) is a generalized version of (15); the CSP of $\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{J})$ guarantees their
zero correlations, $\rho(\ell,$F,$G)=0$, for ‘positive’ delay $\ell$ irrespective of $G(\omega)$ .

Next, let $\mathrm{U}=U_{0}U_{1}\cdots U_{m-1}$ be an arbitrary string of $m$ binary digits where $U_{n}\in$

$\{0,1\}(0\leq n\leq m-1)$ . Then there are $2^{m}$ possible strings. Let $\mathrm{u}^{(r)}=u_{0}^{(r)}u_{1}^{(r)}\cdots u_{m-1}^{(r)}$ be
the $r$-th string. Introducing abinary random variable

$\Gamma_{n}(\omega;$ F,$\mathrm{u}^{(r)})=F(\omega)u_{n}^{(r)}+\overline{F}(\omega)\overline{u}_{n}^{(r)}$ (17)

for any binary function $\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{v})$ with CSP, we can get [23]
Theorem 1: The probability of the event $\mathrm{u}^{(r)}$ in an infinite binary sequence $\{C_{T}(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$

is given by

$Pr(\mathrm{u}^{(r)}; C_{T})$ $=$ $\int_{I}\{\prod_{n=0}^{m-1}\Gamma_{n}(\omega_{n};C_{T}, \mathrm{u}^{(r)})\}f^{*}(\omega)d\omega$

$=$ $\mathrm{E}[C_{T}]^{s}(1-\mathrm{E}[C_{T}])^{m-s}$ , (18)

where $s$ is the number of 1in $\{u_{n}^{(r)}\}_{n=0}^{m-1}$ .
This implies $\{C_{T}(\tau^{n}(\omega))\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ is asequence of i.i.d. binary random variables with probability
$\mathrm{E}[\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}]-$ Note that we can get afair Bernouli sequence when $E[Cr]= \frac{1}{2}$ , that is, an m-
distributed binary random sequence. Figure 2shows an example of symmetric binary function
$C_{T}(\omega)$ .

3Stream Cipher System

3.1 Stream Cipher System Using Chaotic Dynamics

We employ the s0-called binary additive stream ciphers in which ashort secret key $\vec{K}=$

$(s_{1}.s_{2},$\cdots ,$s\#)$ is used only to control akeystream generator. We have secret key parameter
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Figure 4: Autocorrelation functions
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Figure 5: Crosscovariance functions

$\omega 0$ and T as well as parameters of the map $\tau(\cdot)$ . As anonlinear ergodic map $\tau(\cdot)$ , we use the
Chebyshev maps of degree k, defined by

$\tau(\omega)=\cos(k\cos^{-1}\omega)$ , k $=2,$ 3,4, \cdots (19)

in the following numerical experiments. The central problem in stream cipher cryptography
is the difficulty of efficiently generating long running-key sequences from ashort and random
key. It is obvious that asequence of $\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{d}$ . binary random variables is one of good candidates of
running-key sequences. Such asituation motivated us to propose astream cipher system [25,
26] whose running-key sequence is asequence of $i.i.d$ . binary random variables based on
chaotic dynamics, $e.g.$ , symmetric binary sequence $\{C_{T}(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ , defined by (5) with $M_{T}=$

$2M$ and the symmetric threshold set $T=\{t_{r}\}_{r=0}^{2M}$ , defined by condition Sl in Lemma 2.
Figure 3shows astream cipher system based on $C_{T}(\omega)$ .

3.2 Statistical Properties of Chaotic Bit Sequences

The set of thresholds $T=\{t_{r}\}_{r=0}^{2M}$ of $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}(-)$ are candidates of secret key parameters. However,
such parameters are not cryptographically secure and should not be used because the statistics
of chaotic bit sequences are not sensitive to $\{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\}$ as follows 5

Consider the time-averaged crosscorrelation function between sequences $\{F(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ with

5 This situation is similar to the one that chaos synchronization systems are insensitive to their system
parameters.
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(a) 7-bit precision (b) 8-bit precision (b) 9-bit precision (d) 10-bit precision

Figure 6: Cryptanalysis of t of $C_{T}$ sequence using $\rho_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’;C_{T}, \Theta_{t})$ (M $=2)$ .

(a) 7-bit precision (b) 8-bit precision (b) 9-bit precision (d) 10-bit precision

Figure 7: Cryptanalysis of t in $C_{T}$ sequence using $\rho_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’;C_{T}, \Theta_{t})$ (M $=19)$ .
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Figure 8: Cryptanalysis of $t_{M}$ using $\rho_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0;}C_{T}, C_{T},)$.

Figure 9: Cryptanalysis using $\rho_{64}(0,\omega_{0}, \omega 0’;\Theta_{t}, \Theta_{t},)$ .
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an initial seed $\omega_{0}$ and $\{G(\omega_{n}’)\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ with another initial seed $\omega_{0’}$ , defined by

$\rho_{N}(\ell, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’; F, G)=\frac{1}{N}\sum_{n=0}^{N-1}F(\omega_{n})G(\omega_{n+\ell}’)$ , (20)

where the subscripts are taken $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} N$. Note that $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}(1, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’;\ominus_{t}, _{t’})$ has alarge value only
at $\ell=0$ because of its n0-correlation property. Figure 4shows autocorrelation functions with
their n0-correlation property. On the other hand, the fluctuated and smooth curves in Figure
5indicate respectively the time-average $r_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0};_{t}, \ominus_{t’})$ of cross-correlation between
Qt(-) and $_{t’}(\cdot)$ versus $t’$ , and the ensemble-averaged one $\tilde{\rho}(0;\ominus_{t}$ , easy. where $\tilde{\rho}(\ell;F, G)$ is
defined by

$\overline{\rho}(\ell;F, G)=\int_{J}F(\omega)G(\tau^{\ell}(\omega))f^{*}(\omega)$ du. (21)

Observe that this figure implies that the estimation of the parameter $t$ is easy if the seed $\omega_{0}$ and
parameters of the map are previously known and hence that the key $t$ is not cryptographically
secure and should not be used. Thus the set of thresholds, $T=\{t_{r}\}_{r=0}^{2M}$ , may be used only
to satisfy the i.i.d. condition of sequences.

3.3 Cryptanalysis

3.3.1 Cryptanalysis of thresholds $t_{i}$

Figure 6and 7show searches of the thresholds $\{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\}$ using cross-covariance functions
$\rho_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’;C_{T}, \ominus_{t})$ , where $T=$ {0.3.0.6} and $T=\{0.06,0.12,0.18,0.2,0.27,0.3,0.36,0.41$ ,
$\mathrm{e}.\mathrm{g}\cdot$ , 0.5, 0.6, 0.62, 0.65, 0.67, 0.7, 0.79, 0.89, 0.9, 0.96} $(M=19)$ , respectively and where $\omega_{0}’$ is
nearly equal to $\omega$ within (a) 7-bit precision, (b) 8-bit precision, (b) 9-bit precision, and (d)

10-bit precision. Observe that these figures imply that the estimation of the parameter $t$ and
hence the estimation of the parameter $T=\{t_{r}\}_{r=0}^{2M}$ is easy if the seed $\omega_{0}$ and parameters
of the map are previously known. Unless $\omega_{0}’$ is equal to $\omega$ , however, the search of $t$ is not
easy. Eventhough, the key $t$ is not cryptographically secure and should not be used. On the
contrary, the parameters $T$ may be used only to satisfy the conditions for asequence to be
one of $i.i.d$. binary random variables. Figure 8shows $\rho_{64}(0, \omega_{0},\omega 0;C_{T}, C_{T’})$ versus $t_{M}’$ to
search $t_{M}$ , where $T=\{t_{r}\}_{r=1}^{M}$ , $T’=\{t_{r}’\}_{r=1}^{M}$ , and $\{t_{r}\pm\epsilon\}_{r=1}^{M-1}=\{t_{r}’\}_{r=1}^{M-1}$ .

3.3.2 Cryptanalysis of seed $\omega 0$

On the other hand, aseed $\omega_{0}$ ( $i.e.$ , an initial condition) is the best choice of asecret key in
stream cipher cryptography because of the SDIC (sensitive dependence on initial conditions)

property and the ergodicity of chaotic maps as discussed in Section 2. Figures 9shows an
illustration of cryptanalysis using the statistics $r_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’;\theta_{t}, \theta_{t’})$ , $r_{64}(0, \omega 0, \omega_{0}’;C\tau, C_{T’})$ ,
and $\rho_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0’};C_{T}, C_{T})$ , respectively to search a10-digit seed $\omega_{0}=(0.0110100101)_{2}\simeq$

0.4113281. . ., apartial secret key of abit sequence $\{C_{T}(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ provided that all of other
parameters are known within the limited accuracy, ( $\omega_{0}’$ is nearly equal to $\omega$ within (a) 7-
bit precision, (b) 8-bit precision, (c) 9-bit precision, and (d) 10-bit precision). In this
search all possible $2^{10}\omega_{0}’$ ’s are scanned. Figure 10 shows cryptanalysis of $t_{M}$ and $\omega 0$ us-
ing $\rho_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0’};C_{T}, C_{T’})$ , where $T=\{t_{r}\}_{r=1}^{M}$ , $T’=\{t_{r}’\}_{r=1}^{M-1}$ , and $\{t_{r}\}_{r=1}^{M-2}=\{t_{r}’\}_{r=1}^{M-2}$ .
Figure 11 shows cryptanalysis of $\omega_{0}$ using $r_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’;C_{T}, C_{T})$ . We can find that we need
exhaustive searches of $\omega_{0}’$ even if the parameters of the map, $e.g.$ , degree $p$ of $T_{p}(\omega)$ and the
set of thresholds are previously known because $r_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’;C_{T}, C_{T})$ has apeak only when
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$\mathrm{w}\mathrm{j}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ is equal to $(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{t})0$ completely in agiven precision [26]. This implies that this strategy is
computationally infeasible because of the large key space of $(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{t})0$ .

3.4 Hierchical Structure

Achaotic bit sequence $\{C_{T}(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ is asequence of $i.i.d$. binary random variables under
certain conditions[23]. The $i.i.d$. property make it easier to construct chaotic bit genera-
tors with hierarchical structures which can also produce sequences of $i.i.d$. binary random
variables. The first one, called level 1hierarchy, is based on the n0-correlation between any
two sequences, $\{C_{T}(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ and $\{C_{T’}(\omega_{n+\ell})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ , ffom a seed for $\ell\geq 1$ . The n0-correlation
property between $\{C_{T}(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ and $\{C_{T’}(\omega_{n}’)\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ is defined by[23]

$\rho_{N}(\ell,\omega 0, \omega 0’;C_{T}, C_{T’})-\frac{1}{4}arrow(Q_{7\mathrm{T}’}-\frac{1}{4})\delta(\ell)\delta(\omega_{0}-\omega_{0}’)$ , as $Narrow \mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}$ (22)

where $Q_{TT’}$ denotes anontrivial value which is afunction of $T$ and $T’$ . The second one, called
level 2hierarchy, is based on the n0-correlation between any two sequences ffom different
seeds. Such asequence $\{C_{T}(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ is referred to as level 0hierarchy.

In order to increase the number of different secret keys, we can use the modulo 2addition
of chaotic symmetric binary sequences $\{C_{T_{j}}(\omega_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ with asymmetric threshold set

$T_{j}=\{t:(j)\}_{\dot{|}=0}^{2M(j)}$ , $0\leq j\leq m-1$ . (23)

For apositive integer 4 $(1 \leq i\leq m-1)$ , we get
$D_{\vec{T},\overline{d}}\{\omega_{n}$) $=\mathrm{C}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{o}\{\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}$) $\oplus C_{T_{1}}(\omega_{n-d_{1}})\oplus\cdots\oplus C_{T_{m-1}}(\omega_{n-d_{1}-\cdots-d_{m-1}})$, (24)

$\vec{T}=\{T_{0},T_{1}, \cdots,T_{m-1}\}$ , $\vec{d}=\{d_{1},d_{2}, \cdots, d_{m-1}\}$ (23)

which is obtained from achaotic real-valued trajectory $\{\omega_{n}\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ as shown in Figure 12 (a).
Note that { $D_{\vec{T},\vec{d}}\{\omega)\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ is also asequence of $i.i.d$. binary random variables. Hence we call
such asequence { $D_{f,\overline{d}}\{\omega)\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ a generalized version of chaotic symmetric binary sequences.
For such asequence, we can use not only $\vec{T}$ but also $\vec{d}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}$ secret keys.

For $L$ seeds which are chosen statistically independently and for $L$ ergodic maps, we define
$E_{\vec{\tau}}(\vec{\omega_{n}})=D_{\vec{T}(1),d11)(\omega_{n,1})\oplus D_{\vec{T}(2),d\mathrm{t}2)(\omega_{n,2})\oplus\cdots\oplus D_{\vec{T}(L),d1\iota)}(\omega_{n,L})}}$ (26)
$\vec{\tau}=\{\tau_{1}, \tau_{2}, \cdots, \tau_{L}\}$, $\vec{\omega_{n}}=\{\omega_{n,1}, \omega_{n,2}, \cdots,\omega_{n,L}\}$ , $\omega_{n,s}=\tau_{s}^{n}(\omega_{0,s})$ (27)

The additive property of $i.:.d$. binary random variables aUows us to get asequence of $i.i.d$.
binary random variables $\{E_{\vec{\tau}}(\vec{\omega}_{n})\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ as shown in Figure 12. Note that periods of such
sequences can be longer than ones of each real-valued sequences $\{\omega_{n,s}\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ in afinite precision
computation system. Figure 12 shows (a) abit generator $D_{\vec{T},d}\prec\omega$) and (b) abit generator
$E_{\vec{\tau}}(\vec{\omega}_{n})$ , respectively.

4Concluding Remarks

Nevertheless, it is hard to prove that such asystem implemented in afloating-point environ-
ment is cryptographically secure from the cryptographic point of view: $e.g.$ , the period of a
running sequence generated by this cryptosystem is short. Some cryptographic problems can
be settled only if progress in some number-theoretic problems $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}/\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ information theoretic
ones can be made. Lastly note that most of the existing chaos cryptosystems have been
incapable of fully utilizing the sensitive dependence on initial conditions property, Le., $\omega_{0}$ ,
primarily because they are based on analog circuits
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(a) M $=3$ (b) $M=5$ (c) M $=10$ (d) M $=20$

Figure 10: Cryptanalysis using $\rho_{64}(0,\omega_{0},\omega_{0’};C_{T}, C_{T’})$ .

Figure 11: Cryptanalysis of $\omega_{0}$ using $r_{64}(0, \omega_{0}, \omega_{0}’;C_{T}, C_{T})$ .

$(\mathrm{a})D$-sequence generator (b) $E$-sequence generator

Figure 12: Hierachical sequence generator
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